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Simulation Results
- The PAoI is proportional to the status update interval 
- The distance to the targeted body region is 
influencing the PAoI 
- The greater the number of nanobots the lesser the 
PAoI
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Approach
System Model:
- Monitoring bots were placed in three different body 
regions: head, liver, and kidney
- These bots periodically generate status updates
- Moving Nanobots collect the status updates along 
their path and deliver them to the gateway
- Gateway calculates AoI of the targeted body regions

AoI Characteristics:
- Assumption: Status update interval is constant, 
denoted by T
- mi describes the delay until a status update packet is 
copied from a monitoring bot after its generation
- gi describes the delay until a moving bot reaches the 
gateway
                         total delay Di = mi + gi
- Peak Age of Information (PAoI) also takes into account 
the missed packets denoted by ni
                            Ai = T + (ni * T) + Di

Age of Information
- Age of Information is an end-to-end metric that 
characterizes the freshness of a status updating system
- In our scenario nanobots patrol the human circulatory 
system and send collected data to a gateway system
- For faster detection of anomalities we characterize the 
freshness of data using AoI
- AoI is the time elapsed since the receiver successfully 
received a status update packet from a transmitter 
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